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ABSTRACT

Technology assessments are presented to show why in-core thermionics is an attractive
electric power source option for NEP applications. The history of thermionic
development is reviewed, advanced technology candidates are identified, and the
technology paths needed to reach readiness for NEP missions are discussed. The
information includes data prepared for Operation Outreach in support of the U.S. Space
Exploration Initiative.

INTRODUCTION SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT

Some interplanetary missions being considered for Thermionically-powered NEP concepts have been
the United States Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) investigated over the range of 40 kWe to 4 MWe.
will require systems that can achieve a high specific This work has shown that the integration of the
impulse (Isp) with a low propellant mass, such as thrusters with the nuclear power supply is an
ion or plasma jet propulsion. However, a large important early consideration that is often
auxiliary power supply, typically in the megawatt overlooked in propulsion studies. Figure 1 shows
range, is needed to provide the energy for ionization one such arrangement at 4 MWe which places the
and pulse shaping. Nuclear power is the only reactor between the payload and a pulsed induction
practical, enabling option that can meet this propulsion unit to minimize payload interactions.
requirement for the extended durations and large The power system consists of an in-core thermionic
payloads anticipated for the SEI missions. Nuclear reactor that is cooled by a liquid-metal loop coupled
Electric Power (NEP) concepts studied since the to a high-temperature radiator.
early 1960s have therefore stressed minimum
specific mass (kg/kWe) of the nuclear power supply THERMIONIC CONCEPT
as a key objective. In-core thermionic systems have
scored well in such study comparisons because they The TFE and thermionic converter concepts are
offer low kg/kWe while matching wel with system based on the "flashlight" cell approach illustrated in
needs. Thermionic system attribute clude: Figure 2, which illustrates the general features of

* Output power characteritics well-suited the in-core thermionic concept The key technology
both to candidate propulsion concepts item is the thermionic cell, which consists of a
and auxiliary spacecraft power needs UO2-filled cylindrical tungsten emitter cup

* Graceful scalability over a wide DC surrounded by a concentric niobium collector.
power range, using the same basic Fission heat within the emitter heats the tungsten
thermionic fuel element (TFE) to the point of thermionic emission. The electrons

* Static power conversion: no moving emitted from the tungsten surface cross a small
parts are required; dynamic forces are cesiated gap to the collector. The emitter and
minimized collector serve as electrodes which can be connected

* Inherent safety: core can tolerate loss-of- to an outside load to produce a DC electrical circuit.
coolant accident (LOCA) without Several such cells can be connected in series within
melting and is subcritical in launch a cylindrical sheath tube in a manner similar to that
accidents of a flashlight to make up a thermionic fuel

* Inherent simplicity: no high-temperature element (TFE). An array of TFEs forms a reactor
external power conversion loop is core. The output electrical power of the reactor can
needed be readily scaled upward or downward by the

* Long life: Currently being demonstrated addition or removal of TFEs, making the concept
in the US TFE Verification Program viable over a large power range.

* Reliability through redundancy
* Compactness through high-temperature A single heat rejection loop, operating at the
heat rejection collector temperature, couples the reactor to the
* Technology readiness for the beginning radiator. The high-temperature heat rejection results
of the 21st century, in a small radiator--a characteristic trait of

thermionics--without exceeding conventional liquid-
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metal technology limits. The liquid-metal coolant
can be either NaK or lithium, depending upon 14
system Size and technology level. Coolant loop ' '

- Emie TemnerauR
material options include both refractory and 12
stainless steel alloys, depending upon 18

00K

environmental and technological considerations. 1 ------

PERFORMANCE
S 2100 K

The recently released Synthesis Group report1

identifies nuclear power as the key enabler for many 4 2400 K
SEI activities and acknowledges the potential of
thermionics for fulfilling these roles. Power
sources of up to 5 MWe are foreseen for lunar and 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

Mars NEP missions. Systems based on current ourtpr PowER. Mw

thermionic technology will match well with these
applications: state-of-the-art thermionic systems Figure 3. Performance Sensitivity to Emitter
already have low mass and volume, and this Temperature
performance is expected to improve dramatically
with the advent of advanced emitter materials, These curves were developed from several different
improved insulators, and other performance study cases performed by different investigators,
enhancements. This comparisons in Table 1 show with no adjustment made for the differences in
this potential. requirements, e.g., lifetime, shielding criteria,

envelope, etc. Although the performance indicated
Table 1. in Figure 3 is therefore qualitative, the results show

why emitter technology is the focus of attention.
Mass and Size Comparisons for Candidate NEP

Power System Concepts

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Specific Mass.kg/kWe Radiator Area

Output kWe: 100 500 2000 5000 m2/kWe
THERMIONICS: Table 2 provides an assessment of where the

@1800K 30 16.7 11.1 9.1 0.26 present technology stands relative to 2400 K
@2200 K 4.0 0.07 emitter systems.
@2400 K 2.5 <.07 Table 2

-------- -- - Thermionic Technology Assessment
BRAYTON: Technology Readiness Level

@1140 K 52.6 1.6 Technology Area 1800 K 2400 K@1350 K 45.4 33 0.9 Emitter Emitter
@1600 K 12.5 0.6

STIRLING ------ ------ INSULATORS 5 4
@1050K 50 1.1 Cs RESERVOIR 5 5@1050K 50 1.1 -*EMITTER 5 2-3@ 1350K 45.4 33 0.5 -EMITTER 5 2-3

*TFE ASSY 5 2-3
K-RANKINE: -------- ------- SUBSYSTEMS

@1450K 45.4 9.1 6.7 0.15 *FUEL(UO 2) .5 5
* COOLANT (Li) 3 3
* COOLANT (NaK) 5 5
* REACTOR ASSY 3 3
* RADIATOR 4 2-3In the above comparisons, which are based on -SHIELD 7 7

results extracted from various NASA and contractor . PC 4 4
studies, the technology level is indicated by the .I&C 7 7
peak temperature in the power conversion cycle. STRUCTURE 7 7
The emitter temperature fulfills this role in the The readiness level nomenclature is the same as
thermionic concept. The trends in Figure 3 show that employed in the Space Exploration Outreach
that thermionic performance is strongly affected by Program workshops: the rating is based on a scale
changes in emitter temperature level, of 1 to 7, corresponding to "conceptual" at the low

end and "flight-ready" at the high end. A rating of
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"5" indicates that the data base is large enough to When thermoelectric conversion technology was
freeze the technology. At Level 7 a system chosen for SP-100 Phase 2 in 1985, thermionic
validation model has been demonstrated in space. technology development was continued under the

TFE Verification Program. 7 This SDIO/DOE-
funded program is in its sixth year.

THERMIONIC DEVELOPMENT
Present Status

The development of thermionic power conversion
devices began in the 1950s, leading to the operation The TFE is a well-developed technology. In the
of the first in-core thermionic cell in 1958. The in- 1960s and 1970s, over 80 thermionic devices were
core thermionic reactor was conceived in 19592, built and tested and fabrication processes were
and a joint program for development of the in-core developed. Tests out-of-pile were successfully run
thermionic reactor was initiated by the AEC and for over 40,000 hr. Tests in-pile (in a TRIGA
NASA in 1962. In the period 1962-1968, research reactor) were run for over 11,000 hr and were
and development on the fast-spectrum, in-core continuing when the program was terminated in
thermionic reactor was pursued at a $4-6 million/yr 1973. In the current TFE Verification Program,
funding level. In 1968 the program progressed into tests in-pile (TRIGA) have passed 14,000 hr.
the development of the "flashlight" style of TFE Component tests in fast reactors (FFTF at Hanford;
described here. At the time of cancellation of all EBR-II in Idaho) indicate insulator lifetimes much
U.S. space reactor programs in 1973, the longer than 7 yr. Accelerated and real-time tests
performance and lifetime objectives for the reference with fueled emitters are validating analytical
in-core system (10,000 hr life and 2-5 We/cm 2 on techniques for predicting emitter distortion. The key
emitter surface) were being met in multiple in- results of the program to date have been
reactor tests of TFEs with tungsten-clad, U02- summarized by Ranken. 8

fueled emitters operating at 1800-1900 K.3

In 1967, both Germany and France initiated well- Advanced Technology Options
funded in-core thermionic reactor development
programs. By 1972, the German project had Several paths have been identified by which the
conducted long-life TFE tests with U02-fueled performance of in-core thermionics can be
molybdenum emitters operating near 1800 K. This improved. Table 3 summarizes some of these
project was terminated in 1973 when the U.S. options and their perceived benefits.
would not commit to launch the projected European
television satellite. After project cancellation, Table 3
however, an on-going in-core test was continued for Advanced Technology Options
23,000 hr. Goal Option Benefit

Emitter distor- Higher-strength 2200K-2400K;

The USSR has had a strong thermionics program tion control materials and reduced gap;
R , a g t io . architectures: longer

since the 1960s which continues at the present aW-HIC alloy lifetime
time. Descriptions of the TOPAZ-1 (1970), -Single crystal W
TOPAZ-2 (1972), and TOPAZ-3 (1975) have been *Weak fuel
published.4,5,6

Insulator life- *Diamond film System mass
The U.S. resumed activities on in-core thermionic time @ high * YAG reduction (via
development in 1983 with the formation of the SP- voltage * Composites power cond-

100 Program (Phase 1). The design lifetime was itioner);

increased from 2 to 7 yr. Primary life-limiting longer life

factors were recognized to be: Higher operat- Dual-vapor System mass
* Emitter dimensional increases due to swelling ing tempera- converters and size

of the nuclear fuel, and ture; higher reduction
* Electrical insulator structural damage from efficiency

fast neutrons.
The first can produce a short circuit between the TFE compact- Reduce unfueled Less fuel;
emitter and collector, and the second can degrade ness space reduced mass
electrical performance and promote current leakage.
The technology component of the SP-100 Phase 1
Program addressed these issues. The emitter and insulator options will require

fabrication development. The EBR-II fast reactor
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facility in Idaho, USA, makes it possible to establish performance reliability over a long
obtained irradiation data on an accelerated basis: full lifetime.
burnup on a 7-yr fueled emitter specimen can be * Manufacturing Technology. A significant
obtained within 18 months, and full insulator Mantech program is needed to simplify TFE
exposures can be achieved within 6 months. The component design and to reduce the cost of
small sizes of the components makes it possible to their fabrication and assembly.
test multiple specimens simultaneously, reducing * TFE Systems. Tests of multiple TFEs are
program cost and schedule. Ex-reactor emitter needed to demonstrate the reliability of the
testing would include fuel compatibility, creep and electrical leads and connections between
tensile testing, thermionic work function TFEs.
measurements, and chemical/metallurgical
evaluations. The ex-reactor testing would also CONCLUSION
address insulator and advanced converter
performance. The U.S. Space Exploration Initiative is helping to

remove the institutional roadblocks that have
Development Considerations prevented more widespread usage of electric

propulsion in space. Applications which can
In evaluating alternative technologies for meeting tolerate long transit times are being identified, and
NEP requirements, technology maturity (or risk) launch cost considerations are directing attention
should be a major evaluation factor. Technology toward small, light-weight, high-Isp propulsion
comparisons should be made on the basis of systems. The Synthesis Group study has
comparable maturity. The cost to develop a space determined that the high power levels required for
nuclear power system depends very much on the SEI electric propulsion cargo missions should be
extent of the full systems testing. It would be addressed with NEP technology to avoid the
relatively easier to test a system in the 5 to 40 kWe construction, costs, and orientation problems
range than to test a full megawatt class system. In associated with solar arrays. It follows that the
addition to the technology maturity noted above, nuclear power supply to be matched with the EP
there are several features inherent in thermionic thruster should be the smallest, lightest system that
technology that will help reduce development risk complies with the reliability and lifetime
and cost: requirements of the mission. Passive (static) power

* Cell Testability. The high technology conversion has been recommended.
component is an easily tested
thermionic cell, which contains all of the In-core thermionics is applicable to all of the
high temperature components in the system. nuclear power missions defined for SEI by the

* System Testability. TFEs can be functionally Synthesis Group, including Mars and moon NEP
tested after fabrication to assure they will applications. The confinement of the high
operate properly. The reactor- technology aspects of thermionics to the
converter system can also be tested on thermionic cell, together with the other inherent
the launch pad to assure functionality, attributes of thermionics discussed in this paper,

* Reactor Coolant Because the power system will simplify development and can be an enabling
outside the cell is at heat rejection factor for EP applications in space.
temperature, (=1000 K), NaK can be used
as the coolant Compared to the
option of using lithium, the cost and REFERENCES
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